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ABSTRACT 

It is not simple to define an algebraic matrix formulation which has some inverse feature for 

ill-posed invertible matrix, but our numerical algorithm can make its matrix evaluation 

possible. The computation framework of matrix inversion preserves matrix topology-invariant 

feature. Under algebraic constraints for numerical instability treatments, the algorithm can join 

two categories of numerical recipes together. The first content is the matrix quadrant block 

configuration for algebra on complex numbers. The second content is the -variation process 

for manipulating the smoothness of matrix singularity (defined in Tikhonov’s regularization 

parameter [ref-1]). This integrated algorithm is sophisticated in implicit computations, but 

fundamental principle in math remains unchanged as long as the orthogonal projection matrix 

is not modified. Hence, when evaluating numerical fidelity, the matrix regularity conditions 

can be observed from the matrix norm feature, as demonstrated in -dependence trace [ref-2]. 

We have extensively sought the best train of matrix multiplication formula which 

demonstrates the invertible feature along a nested loop of alternating transpose matrix 

sequence. From numerical trial-and-error experiments, our remarkable outcome is the inherent 

definition of extended pseudo inverse matrices ( and , respectively, for nested-loop and 

projected pseudo inverse). Algorithm is ascribed to novel recipes of the SVD simplification 

and the matrix quadrant-span projection which can be added to linear algebra subroutines. Our 

highly acquirable numerical enhancement of invertible matrix components will be usable for 

diverse math applications.     

ALGORITHM 

 

BACKGROUND: A theme of applied mathematics requires numerically reliable matrix 

inversion computation, even with extreme difficulty since coefficient matrix becomes more 

ill-conditioned as the matrix size increases. Such a discrete inverse problem, involving 

conditioned tolerance at under-determined cases of measures, is associated with the 

information covariance analysis over noises and round-off errors. [ref-3] It is desirable to seek 

an algebraic invertible matrix representation, that is, a goal of reliable projection 

implementing matrix topology-invariant feature preservation.  



DESCRIPTION: This numerical recipe of “Variational Matrix Pseudo Inverse” represents an 

extended type of -variation pseudo-inverse formulation which is distinguished from the 

truncated type of tolerance-allowed pseudo-inverse (e.g. conventional pinv@function). The 

selectable -variation trace (>0) is the same as a regularization parameter which is defined in 

Tikhonov's regularization method. The topology-invariant matrix feature undergoes 

appropriate smoothness, while preserving the matrix feature contents established via a matrix 

quadrant-span mapping. This numerical algorithm is possibly subject to a linear algebraic 

formulation, if provided with proven formulation of well-posed continuity characters, since 

the matrix block partition implementing complex-number conjugate components, 

e.g. , can be expressed in the following equations: 

 

                          

                  
 

 

              for the nested-loop pseudo-inverse 

                                            for the projected pseudo-inverse 

 

REMARKS: It is likely to initiate a basic math proof between analytic algebra and numerical 

algorithm, if our novel algorithm can upgrade current trend of numerical analyses. Through a 

notion on SVD algebra in matrix inverse projection, we elucidated that inherent SVD inverse 

projection can suggest the most plausible mapping between ill-posed invertible matrix pair. In 

principle, this variational method of pseudo inverse matrix computation will be suitable for 

the principal component analysis for extracting low-rank invertible matrices. In addition, this 

robust algorithm will be dramatically useful for resolving inverse problems in diverse 

complex systems. [ref-4] 
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